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ARKANSAS PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF
ENTERGY ARKANSAS, INC. FOR A
DECLARATORY ORDER REGARDING A
PURCHASE POWER AGREEMENT FOR A
RENEWABLE RESOURCE

)
)
)
)
)

DOCKET NO. 15-014-U
ORDERNO. 5

ORDER

On April 15, 2015, Entergy Arkansas, Inc. (EAI or the Company) filed in the
above-styled docket a Petition for a Declaratory Order and Approval of a Purchase

Power Agreement and Recovery of an Additional Amount for a Renewable Solar
Resource.

Also on April 15, 2015, EAI filed the Direct Testimonies of Kurtis W.

Castleberry, H. Matt Wolf, and Scott M. Celino, and supporting exhibits. On June 10,
2015, the General Staff (Staff) of the Arkansas Public Service Commission (Commission)
filed the Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Elizabeth R. Benson on behalf of the
Independent Monitor.
On June 19, 2015, Staff filed the Direct Testimony and Exhibits of John Athas;
the Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Regina L. Butler; and the Direct Testimony of
Dianna Brenske. Also on June 19, 2015, the Arkansas Electric Energy Consumers
(AEEC) filed the Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Jeffrey Pollock. Also on June 19,
2015, the Arkansas Attorney General (AG) filed the Direct Testimony and Exhibits of
Kevin D. Woodruff.
On June 30, 2015, EAI filed the Rebuttal Testimonies of Kurtis W. Castleberry,
H. Matt Wolf, and Scott M. Celino.

On July 10, 2015, Staff filed the Surrebuttal

Testimonies of Regina L. Butler and Dianna Brenske. Also on July 10, 2015, AEEC filed
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the Surrebuttal Testimony of Jeffrey Pollock and the AG filed the Surrebuttal Testimony
of Kevin D. Woodruff and the Surrebuttal Testimony and Exhibits of William B. Marcus
(as updated by an errata filing on July 21,
On July

15, 2015,

2015).

EAI filed the Sur-surrebuttal Testimonies of Kurtis W.

Castleberry, H. Matt Wolf, and Scott M. Celino. On July 30,

2015,

the Commission held

a Public Hearing including all of the above parties and witnesses, except that Ms.
Benson was excused by Order No. 4 in this docket from the hearing after all parties
waived cross examination of her.
On July

31, 2015,

EAI submitted under protective seal EAI's Highly Sensitive

Protected Information Hearing (HSPI) Exhibit

1.

On August

7, 2015,

AEEC filed a

Response to EAI Hearing Exhibit.
Positions of the Parties
EAI asks the Commission to issue an order (i) declaring that the legislative
findings set forth in the Arkansas Clean Energy Development Act of
Ann.§§

23-18-701

2012,

Ark. Code

et seq. (CEDA) and included in the Utility Facility and Environmental

and Economic Protection Act, Ark. Code Ann.§§

23-18-501

et seq. (UFEEPA), as well as

the economics and efficiencies associated with the agreement, support the conclusion
that the instant solar Purchase Power Agreement (PPA) is required by public
convenience and necessity and is in the public interest; (ii) approving the terms and
conditions set forth in the solar PPA as being in compliance with the requirements set
forth in Act 1088 of 2015; (iii) approving EAI's recovery of the costs of the PPA over the
term of the PPA through the Energy Cost Recovery Rate rider (Rider ECR); (iv)
approving EAI's recovery of the cost of the upfront upgrade costs representing an
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alternative to an increased energy cost under the contract through Rider ECR and a
return thereon through base rates; and (v) approving EAI's recovery through Rider ECR,
as proposed to be amended in this docket, of an additional sum, determined as a
function of this docket, representing an equitable sharing of the cost savings to retail
customers. Petition at ~~ 7 & 27.
EAI states that, through CEDA, the Arkansas General Assembly finds that "it is in
the public interest to require [all jurisdictional] electric... public utilities ... to consider
clean energy and the use of renewable resources as part of any resource plan," and that
CEDA requires such consideration by jurisdictional electric public utilities. Id. at

~

s.

EAI notes further that CEDA authorizes the Commission, after proper notice and
hearings, to "approve any clean energy resource or renewable energy resource that it
determines to be in the public interest." Id. EAI references the General Assembly's
finding in UFEEPA that "laws and practices relating to the ... operation of the utility
facilities should provide for the protection of environmental values, encourage the
development of alternative renewable and nonrenewable energy technologies that are
energy-efficient, and take into account the total cost to society of the facilities." Id.
EAI also notes that the recently-passed Act

1088

of 2015 provides that a utility

may not enter into a PPA for a term longer than five years without the Commission
making the following five findings:
(1) that the cost of the PPA is reasonable and prudent;

(2) that the PPA will provide savings for retail customers as compared to

other generation and power supply options over the term of the PPA;
(3) that the PPA is required by public convenience and necessity;
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(4) that the PPA is necessary to supplement or replace the utility's existing
generation sources; and
(5) that approval of the PPA is in the public interest.
I d. at ~ 6. According to EAI, under the Act, if the Commission makes these findings, it

may approve recovery of the costs of the PPA over the term of the PPA. I d.
Also, according to EAI, the Act provides that the Commission may further
approve an "additional sum as determined by the commission in recognition of the
unique characteristics of the [PPA] if the commission finds that including the additional
sum is in the public interest..." Id.

In determining any such additional sum, the

Commission may consider:
(A) The risks of the [PPA];
(B) A commensurate return on the [PPA] as would be allowed for
an equivalent investment in a power plant;
(C)(i) An equitable sharing of any savings between the utility and
the retail customers of the utility.
(ii) However, the retail customers' share shall not be less than
seventy-five percent (75%); and
(D) Any other reasonable mechanisms for determining the
additional sum.
I d., citing Act 1088 of 2015. If the Commission authorizes such an additional sum, the
utility "shall recover it over the entire term of the [PPA] in the same manner as it
recovers the cost of the [PPA] as long as electricity, generation capacity, or ancillary
products are being delivered in accordance with the terms of the [PPA]." Id.
EAI describes the PPA and the project (the Project) as follows: under the PPA,
EAI would purchase energy over a 20-year period from Stuttgart Solar, LLC (Stuttgart
Solar). Id.

at~

8 and 10. Pursuant to the PPA, NextEra Energy, Inc., which is the largest

generator of wind and solar power in North America and with which Stuttgart Solar
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would be affiliated, would construct an 81 MW solar photovoltaic (PV) Project. Id.

at~~

8 and 9. The Project would cover almost soo acres in Stuttgart, Arkansas, and would be
interconnected to the existing uskV Ricuskey-Almyra transmission line. Id. On a
sunny day, it will typically ramp up energy production from 6 AM to 10 AM and stay
near peak until 3 PM, and then decrease to zero at dusk.

~

10. Production will vary

daily and annually, and will decrease slightly each year due to normal solar panel
degradation.

~

10. EAI expects construction to begin in the spring of 2016 and to be

completed in time to qualify for a 30% federal investment tax credit (lTC) that will be
used to offset construction costs. I d.

at~

12.

EAI witness Castleberry describes EAI's integrated resource planning (IRP)
process.

T. 760-764. EAI witness Wolf describes the Request for Proposals that EAI

issued under this process in order to attract competitive bids for up to 200 MW of
renewable generation with delivery as early as 2015. T. 36. Mr. Wolf testifies that the
Project has the highest level of projected cost savings of the · solar based proposals
received under the RFP. T. 43·
Mr. Wolf describes the key terms of the PPA, some of which are protected as
Highly Sensitive Protected Information (HSPI). These terms concern pricing; the right
to stop or decrease energy deliveries under certain conditions; the management of costs
and risks for congestion and imbalance charges; and compensation or termination
rights under certain circumstances. T. 44-47.
According to Mr. Castleberry, the following benefits. described by Mr. Wolf
support a finding under Act 1088 (1) that the cost of the PPA is reasonable and prudent
and (2) that it will provide savings for retail customers as compared to other generation
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and power supply options over the term of the power purchase agreement. T. 764. Mr.
Wolf projects that, over the life of the PPA, energy from the Project will displace other
higher-cost energy sources. T. 44. Witness Wolf discusses an "up-front payment" that
arose during negotiations as a term of the contract and asserts that, even including this
term, the projected net present value of the Project is $25 million. T. 48-51. Mr. Wolf
testifies that net benefits could be as high as $91 million if natural gas prices are higher
than expected, and would remain positive at $3 million even in a low-gas price scenario,
indicating minimal risk over the life of the PPA. T. 51; see also, T. 873. Mr. Wolf also
testifies that the solar generation would supply about 0.8% of EAI's energy needs and
would provide a hedge against the cost risk associated with other types of generation
over the 20-year delivery term of the PPA. T. 51-52. With regard to potential capacity
needs, Mr. Wolf asserts that the Project would help EAI meet future needs in the event
of decommissioning of Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) 1 or retirement of some or all of
the following generation during the 20 year period of the PPA:

1031 MW of coal

generation; 516 MW of gas fired generation at Lake Catherine; the Hot Spring and
Ouachita combined cycle plants (1,085 MW); and the UPP PB2 (495 MW). T. 52.
Mr. Wolf estimates that, over the life of the Project, the PPA will reduce average
residential customer bills by

11

cents per month. During the first five years, average

residential customer bills would rise by 2 to 16 cents, but savings would range from 1 to
36 cents per month for the remaining 15 years. T. 53. Mr. Wolf testifies that it is
reasonable to enter into the PPA at this time because its projected savings depend upon
a federal tax credit which may not be available in the future. I d.
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Mr. Castleberry describes further Project benefits to support the remaining
required findings under Act 1088: (3) the PPA is required by public convenience and
necessity; (4) it is necessary to supplement or replace the utility's existing generation
sources; and (5) approval of the PPA is in the public interest. T. 764.
Mr. Castleberry testifies that the PPA will help EAI meet its long-term needs,
based on EAI's planning forecasts provided in protected Exhibit KWC-1.

Id.

Mr.

Castleberry also testifies that the PPA diversifies EAI's portfolio with a resource that has
stable pricing and no exposure to fuel price volatility or anticipated C02 and other
emissions costs. T. 765-766. He states that the Project will not release emissions, will
not require significant volumes of water, and will not require pipelines or railways to be
constructed to bring fuel to the plant, resulting in a lower environmental impact and
lower environmental cost risk than nuclear or coal resources.

T. 767-768.

Mr.

Castleberry emphasizes (relying on Mr. Wolfs analysis) that these benefits can be
attained while lowering customer costs. T. 768.

He adds that the resource would be

located close to EAI's customer load and that solar generation generally follows
weather-related, higher, more costly summer loads. T. 769-770.
Mr. Castleberry states that the PPA would develop the state's first large solar
project, creating 200-300 construction jobs and $8 million in sales tax during
construction. He estimates that it would require 2-3 ongoing maintenance jobs and
yield $4oo,ooo-$6oo,ooo in property tax. T. 770-771. Mr. Castleberry testifies that the
Project is in the public interest based on these economic development benefits, taken
together with the economic benefits described by Mr. Wolf, and the supplementation of
existing resources with locational and fuel diversity benefits. I d.
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Mr. Castleberry also testifies that EAI requests, and merits, an "additional sum"
in the form of a return on the PPA. T. 772-774. He states that, while Act 1088 allows
recovery of an additional sum that corresponds to the return on an equivalent
investment in a power plant, EAI does not seek an additional sum calculated in that
manner. T. 773· He asserts that EAI bears risks associated with the contract, but also
that EAI has negotiated advantageous contract terms to address those risks, and that the
risk of holding EAI customers harmless for non-performance under the contract is not
the basis of EAI's additional sum calculation. T. 772-773. Rather, Mr. Castleberry
testifies that the Commission should approve an additional sum in accordance with Act
1088's provision allowing the Commission to consider an equitable sharing of savings
caused by the Project with customers, with customers receiving no less than 75% of any
savings. T. 775. He notes that this methodology would result in a lesser additional sum
than using a commensurate return on investment. T. 795, 948, 960. He states that this
approach is merited because of the various benefits enumerated above; because the
Project is the first large-scale solar project in the State of Arkansas; because EAI can
more readily bring its benefits to customers by contracting with a highly skilled project
developer through a PPA; and because the additional sum will encourage further pursuit
of similar transactions when they can benefit customers. T. 775-776. Additionally, he
points out that awarding an additional sum would encourage not only EAI but other
utilities in the state to pursue PPAs over traditional investment of capital in constructing
projects because it would remove the economic disincentive presented by PPAs. T. 962-
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Mr. Castleberry initially proposed that the additional sum should be set at 25% of
the $25 million net benefit estimated by EAI, and collected within the Energy Cost
Recovery Rider (Rider ECR) as a levelized addition to the PPA price. T. 776. Mr.
Castleberry testified that this approach would add less than 3 cents to the monthly bill of
a typical customer using 1,000 kWh. I d.
In response to the recommendations of Staff, however, EAI modified its
additional sum proposal. Rather than seeking to recover the projected $25 million net
benefit through a levelized additional charge over the life of the Project, which might
result in the earning of an additional sum regardless of whether savings actually occur,
EAI agreed to calculate actual, cumulative savings on an annual basis. T. 1757; see also
T. 1750-1751. EAI and Staff agree that the additional sum should be awarded at the 25%
level, based on savings calculated as follows: 1
• Actual Annual Savings = Mid-Continent System Operator (MISO) net annual
energy and capacity settlements received or paid by EAI related to the Stuttgart
Solar PPA plus revenues from the sale of environmental attributes and liquidated
damages paid pursuant to the PPA less net annual payments made by EAI to
Stuttgart Solar pursuant to the solar PPA and the annual amortization of the
upfront payment;
•

If the Actual Annual Savings are negative, no sharing would occur, and the

negative net savings will be accrued and deducted from any positive savings in
future years;

While the AG opposes the award of any additional sum, this EAI/Staff proposal also reflects the AG's
recommendation that, if the Commission approves an additional sum, it should provide benefits to EAI
only if customers' cumulative benefits exceed zero. T. 1214 and 1217.

1
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•

If there is a remaining positive Actual Annual Savings balance after deducting

any accumulated negative net savings, then an Additional Sum would be
calculated as 25 percent times Actual Annual Savings;
•

The Additional Sum will be collected through the Energy Cost Recovery Rider
consistent with the Surrebuttal Testimony of Regina L. Butler.

T. 793; T. 1757-1758.

EAI witness Celina testifies that EAI proposes to recover the costs of the PPA
(including the upfront payment and the additional sum) through Rider ECR. T. 700 and
702-705.

He notes that, in response to Staff witness Butler's recommendation, in

Docket No. 13-028-U (EAI's most recent general rate case), Rider ECR was modified to
clarify the appropriate treatment oflong-term renewable energy PPAs. T. 639-640. He
states that long-term renewable energy PPAs are generally "energy-only" contracts
which do not include a capacity element, and that these costs are included in FERC
(Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) Account 555 and automatically recoverable
through the current Rider ECR. T. 640.
While Mr. Celina initially testified that no further modification is needed for EAI
to recover costs through Rider ECR, he later accepted recommendations by Staff witness
Butler, which garnered Staffs support for EAI's proposed cost recovery mechanism. Ms.
Butler recommended that:
•

EAI be allowed to recover the energy costs of the solar PPA through Rider ECR;

•

EAI's proposal for recovery of the up-front costs through Rider ECR and a return
on the prepaid balance through base rates be approved;
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•

the Rider ECR footnotes should include a requirement for the amortization of the
up-front payment associated ~th the solar PPA to be calculated on a straight-line
basis over the term of the PPA;

•

EAI report the monthly amortization of the up-front costs as a separate line item
Rider EECR Reporting Requirement No. 3 included in the annual Rider ECR
filing;

•

EAI provide a report detailing the calculation of the projected cumulative net
savings and recovery of the additional sum through Rider ECR; and

•

Language be added to the Rider ECR footnotes on Purchased Energy Expenses to
specify the inclusion of credits from the sale of renewable energy credits and
credits related to damages under the terms of the PPA.

T. 732-733.

Mr. Athas, on behalf of Staff, agrees with EAI that the PPA meets the
requirements of Act 1088 because it will supplement EAI's existing generation with
clean renewable energy and capacity at a cost less than relying upon the MISO
marketplace, thus saving retail customers money over the term of the PPA. T. 1513. Mr.
Athas states that EAI used an objective, fair RFP process that was adequate to test the
market price for renewable projects. T. 1513 and 1517. After review, he asserts that
EAI's economic analysis is based on valid assumptions (including those regarding
natural gas prices and forecast capacity values), and that all the scenarios evaluated
showed a positive value for the Project. T. 1516-1518. He agrees that the Project is
expected to provide economic and environmental benefits to customers at minimal risk
under the terms of the contract. T. 1513.

He concludes that the PPA is reasonable,
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prudent, in the public interest, and required by public convenience and necessity. T.
1513 and 1523. Mr. Athas bases his conclusion that the PPA is required by public

convenience and necessity in part upon Arkansas statutes encouraging utility
consideration of renewable resources in integrated resource planning, and upon EAI's
commitment in its 2012 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) to seek renewable resource
options that lower costs to customers while providing other environmental and
economic benefits. T. 1515. Mr. Athas also asserts that the PPA contract "has been
thoroughly constructed to protect the benefits" to customers, citing seven provisions
that protect EAI against various costs that could arise. T. 1521-1522.
As noted above, Staff Witness Brenske supports EAI's proposal to recover an

additional sum based upon 25% of the annually-determined, cumulative net benefits of
the PPA. T. 1758. Her support is based in part upon Mr. Athas' testimony that the PPA
is in the public interest. T. 1747. She also relies upon the statutory directive for utilities
to consider renewable energy in planning, on the economic development impact of the
Project, and the Project's contribution to fuel diversity, fuel price hedging, and
environmental cost avoidance. T. 1747-1748. She states that it is reasonable for EAI to
share 25% of the net savings, if it is calculated in accordance with Staffs
recommendations. T. 1750. She explains that it is more reasonable to use a savings
formula which accounts for actual benefits rather than a fixed return, as originally
proposed by EAI.

T. 1787.

She also supports using the shared savings over an

equivalent return on investment in a power plant, as the projected shared savings of $25
million is lower than the commensurate return on an equivalent investment in a power
plant, which would be around $so million. T. 1786. She notes that one of the unique
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characteristics of PPAs is that there is an opportunity to shift some of the risk to a third
party, in contrast to constructing the facility. T. 1788.
Mr. Woodruff, on behalf of the AG, agrees that the PPA meets the five criteria in
Act 1088 and should be approved on its reasonable pricing, limited quantities of energy,
and hedging value, despite certain concerns summarized below. T. 1175 and 1187. He
notes that the scheduled expiration of the federal solar tax credit at the end of 2016
suggests that EAI needs to act quickly to secure the best price. T. 1187. Mr. Woodruff
initially recommended approval only on the condition that the up-front payment does
not increase from EAI's estimate by more than $2.5 million, but EAI later resolved this
concern by agreeing to limits in the potential for this payment to increase and requiring
Commission approval for any further increase that might be requested by EAI. T. 567,
628, 1187, and 1214. Additionally, EAI filed as its Hearing Exhibit 1 the final MISO
facilities study which shows the final estimate of the Transmission Owner's Network
Upgrades for ERIS and NRIS, which further confirms EAI's original cost estimate.
Mr. Woodruff opposes Commission approval of any additional sum, noting that
Act 1088 provides that the Commission "may" grant an additional sum, but does not
require it. T. 1195. He generally opposes granting revenues in excess of those required
for reliable service. Id. In addition to the fact that customers would pay more during
the first few years of the PPA and that it may provide few or no benefits, he also states
that the following further five factors make granting an additional sum inappropriate:
1.

EAI's reliance on conversations with Stuttgart Solar, which he
characterizes as "hearsay," for evidence of the PPA's job creation and
economic benefits.
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2.

EAI's failure to mention the less-than-perfect coincidence of solar
generation with EAI daily peak loads; nevertheless, he admits that EAI did
account for the time differences between peak solar generation and peak
load in its economic valuation of the PPA.

3. EAI's failure to discuss risk that long-term, must-take, fixed-power
contract could exceed the price of power, in the event that power prices
change unfavorably: in particular, Mr. Woodruff highlights EAI's Low
Case scenario, in which gas market prices similar to current prices produce
a smaller net benefit.
4· Limited consideration of "imbalance costs" in the MISO market, which the
PPA allocates to Stuttgart, but which Woodruff says EAI might more cost-

effectively manage on its own.
5. Limited consideration of congestion risk, including the risk of potential
negative prices, which Mr. Woodruff indicates is allocated to Stuttgart, but
might be better managed by EAI. Jd.at 25.
T. 1181-1193 and 1195-1196.
If, however, the Commission grants an additional sum, Mr. Woodruff states that

it should track the actual benefits that customers receive, rather than being fixed in
advance and that the Commission should take into account the uncertainties that the
PPA will yield net benefits and the effect of the upfront payment. T. 1196. Mr. Woodruff

further recommends that any sharing of net benefits should be limited to an amount
equal to 1% of EAI's energy payments to Stuttgart Solar, rather than to 25% of estimated
customer net benefits. T. 1214.
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AG Witness Marcus also opposes the awarding of an additional sum. In the event
that the Commission approves one, however, he makes the alternative proposal of a
"return margin" for a low-risk activity where a regulated entity has very little capital
invested. T. 1363. After reviewing actions by the Alberta [Canada] Utilities Commission
and the Alberta Beverage Container Management Board, Mr. Marcus suggests that a
figure of 0.75% to 1.0% of the gross payments made by EAI under the PPA could be the
basis of a management fee for a largely risk-free contract. T. at 1364-1365. Mr. Marcus
estimates that this return would be approximately 11-14% of the amount originally
requested by EAI. T. at 1365. Finally, regarding the upfront payment, Mr. Marcus
states that the PPA is an energy-based contract, with payments per kWh of energy
produced, and that its cost recovery is properly addressed through Rider ECR, despite
the fact that projects like this one have some amount of capacity value. T. 1365.
Mr. Pollock, on behalf of AEEC, recommends that the Commission reject the
PPA. He testifies that the PPA is not in the public interest because its costs would
exceed EAI's avoided cost for at least the first ten years of the PPA; because retail
customers would be unlikely to see positive benefits until the year 2028 at the earliest
and would see immaterial benefits if future market prices are significantly below EAI's
projections; because EAI does not need approval of the PPA in order to reliably supply
electricity; and because, while renewable resources can provide diversity, achieving
resource diversity at any cost is not a legitimate reason to approve a renewable PPA. T.
981-982.

Regarding the customer benefits of the PPA, Mr. Pollock testifies that EAI based
its net benefit analysis on projections of MISO energy payments (under low, medium,
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and high price scenarios) and MISO capacity payments. T. 984-986. He states that the
wide variation between the net benefits in the low and high cases demonstrates that the
net present value of the PPA is highly sensitive to its assumed benefits. T. 986. He
states that his confidential exhibit JP-3 shows that the reference case demonstrates the
delayed nature of customer benefits and that the PPA would initially put upward
pressure on rates. T. 987. Further, he states that EAI's projected capacity prices and
Locational Marginal Prices are subject to considerable uncertainty and that the PPA will
only be cost-effective if EAI's load growth, supply, resource mix, and transmission buildout assumptions hold. T. 987-988.
He notes that EAI's projected LMPs escalate at a higher rate than a projected 3%
inflation rate, and that if price inflation were to occur at this lower rate, customers
would not see benefits until even later in the PPA. T. at 989. Mr. Pollock adds that
EAI's Low Case, which has minimal benefits, is more likely to occur, unless current low
natural gas prices rebound considerably. !d.
Regarding public convenience and necessity, Mr. Pollock calculates that EAI does
not need additional generation resources until 2025. T. 990. Mr. Pollock testifies that
EAI bases its load and capability forecast on its projected stand-alone system peak
demand, which he estimates to be approximately 7% higher than the EAI peak
coincident with MISO (which uses the coincident peak to assess resource adequacy for
load-serving entities). T. 990-991. Mr. Pollock thus concludes that EAI has overstated
its projected capacity needs and that the PPA is not needed to provide a reliable supply
of electricity for retail customers. T. at 993. For all of these reasons, and because, he
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states, generation diversity at any cost is unreasonable, Mr. Pollock finds that the PPA is
not in the public interest under Act 1088. T. 982.
Mr. Pollock also responds to EAI's reliance on the statutory requirement (under
CEDA) for utilities to "consider" renewable resources: he notes that "consideration"
does not mean it is in the public interest to use them. Rather, the Commission must be
able to find, under Act 1088, that the Project is in the public interest. T. 982. Also, he
states that the legislature demonstrated that it does not have a preference for renewable
energy by rejecting HB 1885 and by applying Act 1088 to all long-term PPAs rather than
just renewable ones. T. 983.
Mr. Pollock also objects to recovery of any costs related to the upfront payment in
Rider ECR rather than in base rates, on the basis that these costs are related to capacity
rather than energy. T. 1082-1083; see also, T. 1143-1144. Mr. Pollock also testifies that,
if the cost of the upfront payment exceeds initial estimates (and EAI returns to the
Commission for approval pursuant to its agreement), the net benefits of the PPA would
be "minimal to none." T. 1137.
Mr. Pollock opposes EAI's proposal to collect an additional sum, asserting that
EAI's proposal does not comply with Act 1088. T. 1084. He notes that Act 1088
requires the Commission to consider the risks associated with the PPA in awarding any
additional sum, but states that in this case, customers bear the risk that the PPA will not
yield the expected benefits. T. 1085-1086. Mr. Pollock also noted initially that, under
Act 1088, the Commission may consider a return on the PPA commensurate with that
which would be allowed or an equivalent investment in a power plant and stated that
EAI failed to provide evidence of the commensurate amount (EAI later provided an
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estimate). T. 1084. He states that Ms. Brenske supports the additional sum in part
based on the testimony of Mr. Athas, who takes no position on the additional sum, and
in part on CEDA's requirement that utilities consider renewable and clean energy. Mr.
Pollock notes that CEDA merely requires consideration and not actual use of clean
energy.

T. 1140-1141. Upon questioning by Commissioner Davis, Mr. Pollock opined

that, while the additional sum proposal is designed to eliminate the so-called
disincentive that the utilities have to enter PPAs on a long-term basis, utilities have
plenty of other investments on which they may earn a return. T. 1162-63.
On behalf of EAI, Mr. Wolf responds that, while the need for capacity is not a
central argument supporting the PPA, EAI does have a need for capacity to which the
PPA will modestly contribute. T. 571.

He states that the benefits of the PPA are

independent of EAI's capacity position and that EAI's customers will realize the net
contract benefits whether EAI is long or short of meeting MISO's minimum capacity
requirement. T. 558. Mr. Wolf also disagrees with Mr. Pollock that MISO's minimum
capacity requirement reflects EAI's capacity need, and explains that that EAI establishes
its 12% planning reserve margin based on several factors that go beyond maintaining
reliability across MISO. T. 559-562. These factors include the location of significant
generating resources outside of the Arkansas Local Resource Zone, potential exposure to
market energy charges if EAI should lose a large unit for a prolonged period or during a
period of high cost market energy, and the possible loss of EAI capacity in future years
due to environmental regulations. T. 560-561.
Mr. Wolf also disagrees with Mr. Pollock's assertion that PPA prices would
exceed EAI's avoided costs for the first ten years of the PPA. T. 562. He states, instead,
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that net PPA costs are expected to exceed avoided costs for the first five years, and that
avoided costs are projected to exceed PPA costs after year five. Mr. Wolf states that such
a profile of yearly net benefits is not unexpected with a long-term resource addition. T.
563. He states that the PPA is expected to lower rates starting in 2022 and that prior to
then it will put downward pressure on fuel prices. I d.
He further explains that the value of the PPA as a hedge inheres in its fixed price,
as against variable costs such as fuel prices, environmental allowances, property taxes,
or inflation. T.

572.

He notes that the hedge value is in addition to the projected

underlying cost effectiveness of the PPA. Id. Mr. Wolf responds to the argument that
EAI should rely instead on current low market costs for energy and capacity by stating
that (1) EAI took these low costs into account in its analysis of net benefits and (2) if the
PPA is rejected it is unknown when EAI will have another opportunity to take advantage
of the benefits of expiring federal tax credits. T. 573-574.
Mr. Wolf responds to Mr. Woodruff by stating that EAI did not overstate the
correlation between solar generation and EAI peak energy needs and instead, in its
economic analysis, accounted for PPA production and market energy costs on an hourly
basis. T. 565-566. Mr. Wolf agrees with Mr. Woodruff that management of energy
imbalance costs and of congestion risks should be further considered and analyzed on a
case-by-case basis in the future, but asserts that they have been properly addressed in
the current PPA. T. 566-567.
Mr. Castleberry notes that Staffs revision of EAI's proposal for an additional sum
resolves the AG's initial concern regarding cumulative net benefits (although not the
AG's general opposition to an additional sum).

T. 894-895.

He also rejects Mr.
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Woodruffs recommendation to cap any additional sum at 1% of energy payments under
the PPA, and Mr. Marcus's proposal to use a management fee structure as being
inadequately supported by analysis and lacking in a reasonable basis for the design of
the incentive.

T. 895-896. Mr. Castleberry also maintains that the management fee

proposal is inconsistent with Act 1088 because it is not a "reasonable mechanism" under
the provision of the Act requiring alternative additional sum mechanisms to equitably
balance utility and consumer interests and risks, and to provide a return commensurate
with the return that would be allowed for an equivalent investment in a power plant. T.
8g6.
At the public hearing, the Commission asked Mr. Marcus whether, despite his
opposition to an additional sum, he sees value in the interests of ratepayers and the
company being aligned through an incentive for EAI to negotiate PPAs that yield shared
benefits.

T. 1372-1373.

Mr. Marcus opined that, if the Commission approves an

additional sum significantly larger than his management fee proposal, he can
understand a variable fee being tied to benefits. T. 1373. He stated, however, that such
a structure would require an accounting for the time value of money to prevent EAI
from getting more than its share of the net benefits by getting its benefit in the early
years of the contract. T. 1373. He suggested under that scenario that net benefits
should more properly be adjusted through a discount rate. I d.
Later, under questioning by the AG, Ms. Brenske agreed that if the intent is to
accurately reflect a 25% sharing of net benefits, the time value of money should be
included and is typical in a calculation of net present value. T. 1787. Also at the public
hearing, Mr. Castleberry, under questioning by the Commission, agreed that, as
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currently proposed, the proposed Rider ECR cost recovery mechanism may not fully
anticipate the value of the Project under future carbon regulation, and that changes in
its language may be needed in the future to reflect such value. T. 965.
Findings and Rulings
As required by Act 1088 prior to any approval of a PPA covered by the Act, the

Commission finds that the cost of the PPA is reasonable and prudent; that the PPA will
provide savings for retail customers as compared to other generation and power supply
options over the term of the PPA; that the PPA is required by public convenience and
necessity; that the PPA is necessary to supplement or replace the utility's existing
generation sources; and that approval of the PPA is in the public interest.
EAI's RFP process, which was not challenged by any party, and which was found
by Mr. Athas to be effective in discovering the market price for the sought renewable
sources of generation, established a reasonable price for the PPA. The PPA chosen was
lowest cost among solar proposals and the most advantageous considering the savings,
risk, and feasibility. Within the context that no large-scale solar project has been built
and no PPA under Act 1088 has been negotiated within the State of Arkansas, and
within the context of an expiring federal tax credit, EAI's actions in seeking renewable
generation through the RFP were prudent.
EAI's projections that the PPA will provide savings for retail customers as
compared to other generation and power supply options over the term of the PPA, as
supported by Mr. Wolf and confirmed by Mr. Athas, provide substantial evidence that
the PPA will provide a stable, cost-effective source of energy. Given that the PPA is
primarily a source of energy, and that it would supply a relatively small increment of
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EAI's generation, EAI's exploration of a range of gas and carbon price scenarios
adequately demonstrates the cost-effectiveness of the PPA.
While the PPA is not a significant source of capacity within EAI's portfolio, the
need for the PPA does not depend on capacity needs, although capacity benefits are still
a factor in EAI's cost benefit analysis. Therefore, Mr. Pollock's exploration of the proper
method for determining EAI' s reserve margin carries relatively less weight in this
analysis.

The Commission agrees with Mr. Wolf that in this instance, it is more

appropriate to rely on utility-specific generation and resource planning.
Given the reasonably-projected net benefits of the Project, the lack of substantial
evidence that the PPA would produce net detriments, and a variety of environmental
regulatory cost risks, including issuance by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
of a Final Rule regulating carbon dioxide emissions for the first time, the PPA is
required by public convenience and necessity. The Project lowers the economic costs
traditionally considered in the evaluation of utility PPAs for energy by supplementing
EAI's existing generation with clean renewable energy and capacity at a cost less than
relying on the MISO marketplace over the life of the project; in addition, it reduces cost
risks associated with environmental regulation.

The Project is thus necessary to

supplement EAI's existing generation sources by lowering energy costs and providing
minor capacity benefits. In these regards, and due to the potential economic benefit to
the state of developing this and similar projects, the Project is in the public interest.
The Commission approves recovery of an additional sum, as provided below.
Although the Commission agrees with Mr. Woodruff that the award of an additional
sum is not required by Act 1088 but rather is discretionary, the Commission finds that
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including the additional sum is in the public interest under the facts of this case. The
Commission recognizes the unique qualities of the PPA because of the need to quickly
obtain the benefits of an expiring federal tax credit, because it provides emissions-free
generation, and because it is the first solar installation of its kind in Arkansas. Award of
an additional sum under Act 1088 also removes, at least in part, the disincentive to
utilize PPAs instead of investing in additional generation plant.
The Commission agrees with Mr. Woodruff, Mr. Marcus, and Ms. Brenske that
the risks incurred by EAI to develop and manage the contract are minimal, when
compared to development and investment in a power plant. Through the structure and
terms of the PPA, EAI has appropriately minimized the risks of the PPA to both itself
and its ratepayers.

Although EAI bears risks associated with the contract, EAI has

negotiated advantageous contract terms to address those risks. The Commission also
agrees with Mr. Pollock that the chief downside risk of the Project is to ratepayers, in the
event that avoided costs turn out to be significantly below the cost of the PPA. However,
although there is evidence which suggests the benefits may be reduced, substantial
evidence does not indicate that the benefits would be eliminated.

EAI's economic

analysis reasonably establishes that the remaining risk to ratepayers is small, and that it
is outweighed by the prospect of gains on behalf of customers. In part, this is true
because, as Mr. Athas testifies, EAI has negotiated a contract that places much of that
risk with the Project developer.
The AG suggests limiting the additional sum to 1% of energy payments under the
PPA or to a small administrative fee. The proposal of a sharing of actual net benefits,
however, more appropriately tracks the statutory requirements that an additional sum
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should equitably balance the interest of the utility and its retail customers. Sharing of
actual savings between customers and the utility aligns customer and utility interests in
realizing these net benefits. 2 If, as Mr. Pollock and Mr. Woodruff suggest, continued low
natural gas prices produce little net benefit under the PPA, then the utility and
customers alike will see small benefits.
Through this mechanism the utility is incentivized to seek and negotiate
favorable agreements with the lowest possible PPA price and the highest actual benefits.
So long as the contract is carefully vetted and the net benefits mechanism fairly and
accurately tracks cumulative benefits, a sharing of actual net benefits provides a more
reasonable framework for the additional sum.
The Commission finds that it is in the public interest to authorize EAI to recover
an additional sum of 20% of actual cumulative net benefits.

Approval of this

methodology produces an additional sum for EAI which is less than its original proposal
of 25% of projected savings. It is also more appropriate to base the additional sum on
actual savings instead of projected savings so that EAI will only receive the sum for
actual performance. Likewise, the evidence shows that the sharing of actual net benefits
will result in EAI receiving less than if it received a commensurate return on an
equivalent investment in a power plant. EAI projected the latter at approximately $51.8
million, while the former is projected to be approximately $6.25 million (25% of
approximately $25 million total benefits) under the reference case. Conversely, the
proposed sharing of net benefits potentially provides EAI with more than the AG's
2
The Commission has adopted the shared savings of net benefits approach in its energy efficiency rules to
encourage energy efficiency when it is the most cost-effective resource. See, Order No. 15 at 15-17, Docket
No. 08-137-U ("This approach has the benefit of promoting economy of program administration, of
rewarding achievement progressively, and of rewarding long-term energy savings in a proportional and
reasonable manner.")
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proposed fee of 1% of energy payments (which would result in 11-14% of EAI's original
request) and more than AEEC's alternative proposal of 10% of net savings.

EAI's

proposal, as modified by Staff and reduced to 20% of net benefits, equitably balances the
interest of the ratepayers and the utility under the facts of this case.
As contemplated through changes made in EAI's most recent rate case, the

Commission approves Rider ECR as the cost recovery mechanism for the PPA. Such
cost recovery shall include the upfront payment, on the basis that it is more properly
part of the energy cost for the reasons outlined in EAI witness Celino's protected SurSurrebuttal Testimony. Such cost recovery shall also include the additional sum, given
the directive of Ark Code Ann. § 23-18-1o8(e)(3) that the utility shall recover the
additional sum over the entire term of the PPA in the same manner as it recovers the
cost of the PPA. Cost recovery shall follow the agreement with Staff described in the
Sur-surrebuttal Testimony of Mr. Celino, provided that, as reflected in Mr. Marcus' and
Ms. Brenske's response to the Commission's questions at the Public Hearing, the
calculation of cumulative net benefits shall reasonably account for the time value of
money.
The Commission therefore finds and orders as follows:
1.

The PPA complies with the provisions of Act 1088 and is approved

as in the public interest;
2.

The additional sum, based on 20% of net benefits, and as modified

by Staff to reflect actual cumulative net benefits, is approved as in the public
interest;
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3.

Rider ECR is approved as the appropriate cost recovery mechanism

for the PPA, the upfront payment, and the additional sum;
4·

EAI is ordered to file a revised compliance tariff for Rider ECR

consistent with the provisions adopted here, including accounting for the time
value of money in the calculation of cumulative net benefits.
BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION,
This ~ay of September, 2015.

Ted J. Thomas, Chairman

Elana C. Wills, Commissioner

Lamar B. Davis, Commissioner
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